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Mani Ratnam’s Nayakan is among Time’s ‘100 Best Movies Ever’; and Roja launched A.R. Rahman. This book, unique to
Indian cinema, illuminates the genius of the man behind these and eighteen other masterly films. For the first time ever, Mani
Ratnam opens up here, to Baradwaj Rangan, about his art, as well as his life before films. In these freewheeling
conversations—candid, witty, pensive, and sometimes combative—many aspects of his films are explored. Ratnam elaborates in a
personal vein on his choice of themes, from the knottiness in urban relationships (Agni Natchatiram) to the rents in the national
fabric (Bombay); his directing of children (Anjali); his artful use of songs; his innovative use of lighting; as also his making of films
in Hindi and other languages. There are fond recollections of collaborations with stalwarts like Balu Mahendra, P.C. Sreeram,
Thotta Tharrani and Gulzar, among many others. And delectable behind-the-scenes stories—from the contrasting working styles of
the legendary composer Ilaiyaraaja and Rahman to the unexpected dimensions Kamal Haasan brought to the filming of Nayakan
to what Raavan was like when originally conceived. In short, like Mani Ratnam’s films, Conversations surprises, entertains and
stimulates. With Rangan’s personal and impassioned introduction setting the Tamil and national context of the films, and with
posters, script pages and numerous stills, this book is a sumptuous treat for serious lovers of cinema as well as the casual
moviegoer looking for a peek behind the process.
If you want to learn to play the keyboard, you certainly need this book. This book enables you to play songs in a step by step
manner using the Scientific Pitch Notation System (C, D, E, F, G, A, B). Through this book, you learn to train your ears by hearing
music. Ear training is the soul of musicians that builds a bridge between the language of music and sounds designated by that
language. The more we train our ears to recognize this connection, the better we get at playing music as our ability to observe
musical structures improve. Play Keyboard with Ease contains step-wise instructions as well as Chords, Notations and Scales of
top Bollywood songs.
The Bengali language has never been quite so much a living, breathing creature of whimsy as in Sukumar Ray s hands, and his
creations wild and wicked, dreamy and delirious have thrilled children and adults alike. This selection offers you the best of his
world pun-riddled, fun-fiddled poetry from Abol Tabol and Khai-Khai, stories of schoolboy pranks (Pagla Dashu) and madcap
explorers (Heshoram Hushiyarer Diary), and the unforgettable harum-scarum classic of Haw-Jaw-Baw-Raw-Law, presented here
for the first time in its entirety. All the stories and poems are accompanied by Sukumar Ray s inimitable illustrations.
India is the largest film producing country in the world and its output has a global reach. After years of marginalisation by
academics in the Western world, Indian cinemas have moved from the periphery to the centre of the world cinema in a
comparatively short space of time. Bringing together contributions from leading scholars in the field, this Handbook looks at the
complex reasons for this remarkable journey. Combining a historical and thematic approach, the Handbook discusses how Indian
cinemas need to be understood in their historical unfolding as well as their complex relationships to social, economic, cultural,
political, ideological, aesthetic, technical and institutional discourses. The thematic section provides an up-to-date critical narrative
on diverse topics such as audience, censorship, film distribution, film industry, diaspora, sexuality, film music and nationalism. The
Handbook provides a comprehensive and cutting edge survey of Indian cinemas, discussing Popular, Parallel/New Wave and
Regional cinemas as well as the spectacular rise of Bollywood. It is an invaluable resource for students and academics of South
Asian Studies, Film Studies and Cultural Studies.
Interviews with four millenials who have opted for an alternative lifestyle. Numerous photos, most of them nudes. Intended for adult
readers only.
On the association of Indian filmmakers Gurudatta, 1925-1964 and Abrar Alvi, b. 1927.
Set in IIT, in the early '90s, Five Point Someone portrays the lives of the protagonist Hari and his two friends Ryan and Alok. It
explores the darker side of IIT, one in which students- having worked for years to make it into the institute-struggle to maintain
their grades, keep their friends and have some kind of life outside studies.
The Izhavas are an ex-untouchable community in the southern Indian state of Kerala. Politically and economically weak,
stigmatised as ‘toddy tappers’ and ‘devil dancers’, and considered unapproachable by clean caste Hindus, a century ago
Izhavas were associated with other manual-labouring untouchable castes. In recent decades they have sought to improve their
position by accumulating economic, symbolic and cultural capital through employment, religion, politics, migration, marriage,
education and have tried to assert their right to mobility, often in the face of opposition from their high status Christian and Nayar
neighbours. This study examines how Izhavas, through repudiation of their nineteenth-century identity and search for mobility,
have come into complex relationships with modernity, colonialism and globalisation. Filippo Osella and Caroline Osella highlight
the complexities and contradictions of modern identity, both locally and globally. The authors’ approach builds upon and goes
beyond a south Asian focus, showing how the Izhavas represent the rise of formerly stigmatised groups who remain at the same
time trapped by stereotype and material disadvantage. Absolute mobility, they argue, has not led to relative mobility within a
society which remains stratified and prone to new forms of social exclusion.
This Biography Of Lata Mageshkar Covers Her Illustrious Singing Career Spanning 52 Years. Dusjacket Missing, Illustrations In
Colour And B&W, Condition Good
An intimate peek into the life of the soldier-turned-lyricist Anand Bakshi, from his formative years in undivided Punjab to eventually
moving to Bombay and landing his first film Bhala Aadmi in 1958. Along the way, he lost his mother, his place of birth, and his
home and wealth, but his zeal to stand up and walk after every stumble and his desire to become a film artist never abated. He
eventually rose to become one of the most revered and sought-after lyricists in Hindi cinema, writing nearly 3300 songs in about
630 films over the next five decades. Written by his son, this is an inspiring story of faith, dreams, success and, above all, human
values.
Bollywood, a popular nomenclature for India's “national” film industry in the Hindi language, along with the Taj Mahal, yoga,
Buddha, and Mahatma Gandhi, is one of the best-known introductions and universally recognized associations with India across
the world today. Despite its predominant narrative styles not confirming to the First World European and/or American cinema
structure, Indian cinema is increasingly viewed as the world's second-most important film industry, after Hollywood, with box-office
influence crossing over with European cinema. Bollywood FAQ provides a thrilling, entertaining, and intellectually stimulating joy
ride into the vibrant, colorful, and multi-emotional universe of the world's most prolific (over 30 000 film titles) and most-watched
film industry (at 3 billion-plus ticket sales). Bollywood blockbusters are simultaneously screened in theaters and cinemas in over
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100 nations from the USA to Japan, New Zealand to the Netherlands, and Peru to Pakistan. Every major Hollywood studio
(Warner Bros., Fox Star, Disney, Sony Pictures, and Viacom 18) is now making or distributing Bollywood films. Yet much of Indian
cinema continues to amuse and confuse audiences and critics outside of India, including during their first/occasional introductions
to its, in the words of Salman Rushdie, “epico-mythico-tragico-comico-super-sexy-high-masala-art form in which the unifying
principle is a techni-color-storyline.” Bollywood FAQ explains and explores the above myths and magic. It introduces India's
maharajah-like stars and their cult-commanding stardom. Movie buffs will find a ready reckoner on iconic Bollywood films, with a
bonus must-watch listing of the cinema's most spectacular song-and-dance moments, highlighting the pleasures and popularity of
a national cinema that has come to be a genre in itself. This book is a reader-friendly reference to everything one has ever wanted
to know about the spectacular, robust, humongous, colorful, and dramatic multi-generic cinematic being called Bollywood. The
narrative is enriched with insider insights culled from its author's long career as a film writer and critic in the city of Bollywood,
Bombay (now Mumbai).
Journey Of A Common Man Born In Independent IndiaBFC Publications
Known to the world as Goldie, Vijay Anand, the visionary Hindi film director and screenwriter, whose oeuvre includes such
respected and successful films as Kala Bazaar, Tere Ghar Ke Saamne, Guide, Teesri Manzil, Jewel Thief, Johny Mera Naam,
Tere Mere Sapne, Blackmail and Kora Kagaz, amongst many more, has remained largely uncelebrated. Goldie was one of the few
‘complete’ filmmakers in the Hindi film industry, who had the ability to look beyond stereotypes and help actors re-invent
themselves. A rare non-filmy personality in the midst of the otherwise quite filmy industry folks, he always saw himself as a student
and an explorer, and is credited with bringing newness and slickness to Hindi cinema. In his prolific career, Goldie directed 17
movies, acted in 19 and wrote over a dozen, many under the family banner—Navketan Films, established in 1949 by his two older
brothers, the iconic star-actor Dev Anand, and director Chetan Anand. In Goldie: The Man and His Movies, which is the only
published biography of this astoundingly talented filmmaker, Anitaa Padhye, film journalist and author, chronicles the life and times
of this maverick artist, as narrated to her by the man himself over many meetings, prior to his sudden demise on 23 February
2004.
About theAuthor Mr. Virender Mehta has earned the reputation of “World Record Holder in Memory” for memorizing all 80,000
words from Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 6 th edition with Page nos. Mr. Virender Mehta has featured in LIMCA BOOK
OF WORLD RECORDS as a result of his extraordinary memory power. His name is also registered in the list of 25 Unusual
Indians surveyed by THE WEEK Magazine. He has participated in World’s No.1 reality show ‘SHABAASH INDIA’ telecasted on
ZEE TV. He is an Asst professor in engineering college in Computer science & engineering department. Mr. Virender Mehta is a
trainer, speaker & the author of the best-selling book: Memory Genius. He has conducted many seminars and workshops
nationally addressing more than 10 lakh audience and He has a very rich experience in conducting training in areas such as
memory improvement, soft skills and personality development in many schools, colleges, symposiums and conferences all over
India. For more visit www.vedicmemory.com
College student Claire Danvers struggles to remain neutral in the growing conflict between the vampires and humans of Morganville, which is
further complicated by the arrival of a ghost-seeking television production crew.
Since its release on September 1, 2006, Lage Raho Munna Bhai has been watched by millions, broken box-office records, won
unprecedented praise from the masses and critics alike, and most importantly, forced a nation of one billion people and the world’s largest
democracy to revisit their much misunderstood icon, Mahatma Gandhi.Following the release of the film, there has been a four hundred
percent increase in the sale of literature about Gandhi. Schools and universities have introduced courses on Gandhigiri - a phrase from the
film that has become a part of India’s collective consciousness. Websites, fan clubs, discussion forums, and citizen groups have sprung
across the nation to discuss the film’s unique ideas. The Washington Post called the film, “A phenomenon that made Gandhi a pop icon.”
Amazingly, the movie that has inspired such an astonishing response is an unassuming comedy. A gangster has hallucinations that he can
see Gandhi! With this simple premise, the movie explores the relevance of Gandhian ideals in the contemporary world beleaguered by
violence and hate, while never forgetting to be, as The Guardian points out, “A magnificent entertainment.”
Icons Brings You The Stories Of The Men And Women Who Have Changed The Face Of India As We Know It. By Their Achievements In
Their Chosen Fields, They Have Provided Us With Inspiration And Encouragement. Each Of The Stories Is A Revelation Of How Talent,
Determination And Individual Aspiration Can Make Heroes. Did You Know " Amitabh Bachchan Auditioned As A Newsreader On Air And Was
Turned Down For Not Having A Good Voice " R.D. Burman Was Nicknamed Pancham By Ashok Kumar Because He Kept Humming The
Note Pa From The Sargam As A Kid " Dilip Kumar Told His Father He Was An Actor Only After His Third Film " Hema Malini Was Once Told
She Was Not Glamorous Enough " Raj Kapoor Was Slapped By His First Director! Icons From Bollywood Brings Together Fascinating
Anecdotes And Behind-The-Scenes Stories From The Lives Of Fifteen Stars Who Have Created Magical Worlds For Us, Moved Us To Tears
And Laughter, And Changed The World Of Hindi Films Forever. Funny, Heartbreaking And Always Inspiring, These Stories Are As Exciting
As The Ones We Love Watching On Screen.
The book is about a law-abiding common man’s journey and what he sees and experiences during his life span, about happenings in various
fields like politics, scandal/scams, personalities, sports, achievement/disappointments, Entertainment, and lastly his personal journey. The
things are broken into decade-wise chapters. Readers of this book will feel as if it is part of their journey also.
Hindi cinema was trapped in formulaic cliches for decades: lost-and-found themes, sacrificing mothers, brothers on opposite sides of the law,
villains lording over their dens, colourful molls, six songs, the use of rape as a plot pivot, and cops who always arrived too late. It hit an all-
time low in the 1980s. Then, in 1991, came liberalization, and a wave of openness and aspiration swept across urban India. Dilwale Dulhania
Le Jayenge was released in 1995 - and Hindi cinema became Bollywood. A new crop of film-makers began to challenge and break away
from established rules. Over the next twenty years, a number of Hindi films consistently pushed the envelope in terms of content and
technique to create a new kind of cinema. Among other innovations, film-makers came up with ways of crowd funding a film (Ankhon Dekhi),
did away with songs if the narrative did not need them (Gangaajal), addressed different sexual preferences (My Brother ... Nikhil) and people
with special needs (Black) like no one had ever done before. As film critic with the Indian Express, Shubhra Gupta has stayed the course
these twenty years and more and experienced the transition first-hand. In 50 Films That Changed Bollywood, 1995-2015, she looks at the
modern classics that have redefined Hindi cinema - from DDLJ and Rangeela to Satya and Dev D to Queen and Bajrangi Bhaijaan. Gupta
offers a fascinating glimpse into how these films spoke to their viewers and how the viewers reacted to them - and, ultimately, how they
changed us and how we changed them.
Gulzar's most memorable compositions of all time.
On the life sketches and contributions of Dadasaheb Phalke Awardees.
A beloved adventure classic, The Swiss Family Robinson is a tale of courage in the face of the unknown that has
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endured the test of time. Trapped on a remote island after a storm leaves them shipwrecked, a Swiss pastor, his wife,
and their four sons must pull together if they want to survive. Hunting, farming, and exploring a strange land for the first
time, each son not only tests his own bravery, but discovers a skill all his own as they each adapt to this new, wild place.
Full of wonder, revelation, and invention, this timeless adventure story has sparked imaginations of readers young and
old for generations. Featuring an appendix of discussion questions, this Diversion Classics edition is ideal for use in book
groups and classrooms. For more classic titles like this, visit www.diversionbooks.com/ebooks/diversion-classics
Kishore Kumar was not only a great playback singer but also a renowned comedian cum actor, music composer, lyricist,
a filmmaker and above all, a supreme impresario.
Patriotic poetry.
In "Romancing with Life," the first-ever full-fledged memoir by a leading Bollywood star, Dev Anand tells his remarkable
life story like only he can. Here are tales from Dev's youth in 1930s Gurdaspur and Lahore; his years of struggle in 1940s
Bombay; his friendship with Guru Dutt and his doomed romance with Suraiya; his marriage to co-star Kalpana Kartik; his
relationships with his brothers Chetan and Vijay Anand, with S.D. and R.D. Burman, with his compatriots Dilip Kumar and
Raj Kapoor; to both of whom he was very close, and with his heroines from Geeta Bali, Madhubala, Meena Kumari,
Nutan, Vyjayanthimala, Mumtaz and Hema Malini to Waheeda Rehman, Zeenat Aman and Tina Munim, all of whom he
launched. Dev Anand has produced an unputdownable book chock-full of bittersweet reminiscences, written in a pacy,
effervescent style that carries the reader through sixty of Bollywood's most interesting years. With rare pictures from his
personal archive, "Romancing with Life" is the quintessential Dev Anand.
The Lal Kitab, a rare book in urdu, was popular in north-west India, Pakistan, Iran and many other countries. This English
version has added new dimensions to make it more lucid and easier to understand.
The Encyclopaedia Which Brings Together An Array Of Experts, Gives A Perspective On The Fascinating Journey Of
Hindi Cinema From The Turn Of The Last Century To Becoming A Leader In The World Of Celluloid.
Ambitious and encyclopaedic in scope, this is a first-of-its-kind book that presents the history of media and entertainment
in India -- from the times of the Indus Valley Civilization right up to the twenty-first century. The book starts with an
examination of the origins, looking at a wide array of aspects such as: the state of entertainment during Harappan and
Vedic times, including details from the Natyashastra; the early drama, music and dance of Kalidasa; the development of
ragas; musical instruments and early folk traditions; the genesis of classical dance forms; developments through the
ages, including in the Mughal period, in the southern kingdoms, in the north-east, and under the Marathas and the British.
Independence onwards, the book takes a decade-wise look at the evolution of newspapers, cinema, music, television,
dance, theatre and radio. The author, himself a film producer, director and lyricist who has worked in the entertainment
industry all his life, brings his unique perspective to bear on the subject. This pioneering work is a must-read not just for
the students and practitioners of the arts and media but also for their lay consumers.
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Eminent showbiz journalist and Dadasaheb Phalke Academy Award recipient Chaitanya Padukone, chimes a tribute that strings
together amazing, amusing and fascinating anecdotes, incidents and idiosyncrasies as well as rare, startling photographs while
unraveling the mystique behind Bollywood's most adored composer-singer Rahul Dev Burman. This Memoirs also features
exclusive tributes to Panchamda from illustrious luminaries like Amitabh Bachchan, Lata Mangeshkar, Asha Bhosle, Rishi Kapoor,
A.R.Rahman, Zeenat Aman, Sanjay Leela Bhansali, Hariharan, Sonu Nigam, Himesh Reshammiya, Shekhar Kapur, Mahesh
Bhatt, Babul Supriyo and cricket legend Sunil Gavaskar, Hema Malini, 'late' Rajesh Khanna and many more. Pick up this
zabaRDast kitaab and relive the PanchaMemoirs.
Asha Parekh was to the movies born. Ever since she was knee-high, she faced the camera as a child artiste, while performing
simultaneously at dance fetes. An alumnus of Bombay’s The J. B. Petit Girls’ High School, she devoted after-school hours to
learning classical dance from exacting gurus. Given a break as a leading lady by Filmalaya Studio’s Sashadhar Mukherjee, she
debuted opposite Shammi Kapoor in the romantic entertainer Dil Deke Dekho. Instantaneously, the audience and the critics
agreed: “A star is born.” Followed a concatenation of silver and golden jubilee hits, which established her as the quintessential Hit
Girl. Possessed of all the requisites of the cinema of the 1960s and the ’70s – felicity at instinctive acting, intricate dance skills and
the ability to invest conviction into the roles of zestful, glamour-exuding film heroines – she made an impact, too, with parts
demanding gravitas. Apart from films in Hindi, she has also acted in films in Gujarati, Punjabi and a film in Kannada. The Mumbai
film trade, to date, acknowledges her as one of the heroines with the highest number of successes. Her innumerable dance ballets
on stage have earned her untold acclaim, at home and overseas. Among her other facets, she has been involved since decades in
running a charitable hospital. She was Chairperson of the Central Board of Film Certification (1998-2001) and has been
associated with the Cine and TV Artistes’ Associations and other organisations dedicated to the welfare of film industry workers,
technicians and actors. She turned producer and director with several top TRP-rated TV serials like ‘Kora Kagaz’ and ‘Palash ke
Phool’ and programmes like ‘Baaje Paayal’. Currently she has chosen to retire from acting, but adds, “Never say never.” She
lives by the famed Juhu shoreline in Mumbai.
Beginning in the 1930s, men and a handful of women came from India's many communities-Marathi, Parsi, Goan, North Indian,
and many others--to Mumbai to work in an industry that constituted in the words of some, "the original fusion music." They worked
as composers, arrangers, assistants, and studio performers in one of the most distinctive popular music and popular film cultures
on the planet. Today, the songs played by Mumbai's studio musicians are known throughout India and the Indian diaspora under
the popular name "Bollywood," but the musicians themselves remain, in their own words, "behind the curtain"--the anonymous and
unseen performers of one of the world's most celebrated popular music genres. Now, Gregory D. Booth offers a compelling
account of the Bollywood film music industry from the perspective of the musicians who both experienced and shaped its history.
In a rare insider's look at the process of musical production from the late 1940s to the mid 1990s, before the advent of digital
recording technologies, Booth explains who these unknown musicians were and how they came to join the film music industry. On
the basis of a fascinating set of first-hand accounts from the musicians themselves, he reveals how the day-to-day circumstances
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of technology and finance shaped both the songs and the careers of their creator and performers. Booth also unfolds the
technological, cultural, and industrial developments that led to the enormous studio orchestras of the 1960s-90s as well as the
factors which ultimately led to their demise in contemporary India. Featuring an extensive companion website with video interviews
with the musicians themselves, Behind the Curtain is a powerful, ground-level view of this globally important music industry.
Surveys the many regional literatures of 20th century India.
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